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INTRODUCTION

We summarize our work^ on explicitly deforming classical oscillators to multi-
parameter quantum oscillators which do not commute with each other. These "any-
onic" oscillators lead to the construction of a consistent quantum algebra GLq(N) with
(N — 1)(JV — 2)/2 independent parameters, some of whose features and applications
we shall discuss.

Consider the consequences of generalizing the canonical commutation relations
of multi-dimensional quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. It is usually taken
for granted that position and momentum operators in different directions (or differ-
ent bosonic fields) must commute. We find, however, among other things, that this
assumption of commutativity of such operators may be relaxed without apparently
altering the physical content of a theory. To this end, we exhibit a deformation of the
canonical relations which belongs to a general class of associative q-algebras, for which
the operators may be represented as ("deforming") functions of the canonical ones;
they may thus be transformed to those with standard statistics. Now, the requirement
of a consistent procedure for lexicographical normal ordering amounts to the imposition
of associativity through the braiding relations'2' for the noncommutative ("quantized")
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spaces considered. Operators defined through functions of the canonical ones satisfy
such braiding relations; it is also tempting to conjecture the converse, namely that all
associative q-oscillators solving such such braiding relations are representable in terms
of canonical ones, as illustrated here, even though, in general, no systematic procedure
exists for constructing the suitable deforming functionals.

Multiparameter quantized noncommutative spaces'2'3', or, equivalently, the
q-Heisenberg algebras of oscillators provide useful bases for all quantum algebras. Here,
we deform, explicitly and invertibly, classical commutative iV-dimensional space to a
quantized TV-dimensional space analogous to that of Manin, with a phase-space/calculus
extended by Sudbery'3', who has anticipated the general structure of some of our
results. In oscillator language, the result of our construction amounts to quantum
oscillators that are not independent of each other, but obey instead deformed com-
mutation ("quommutation") relations with each other as well as themselves, namely a
q-Heisenberg algebra. The deforming maps presented here are somewhat reminiscent
of the statistics-altering Jordan-Wigner/Klein'4' transformations (normally applied to
e.g. the XY model), now generalized to anyon statistics. Given its explicit construction
in terms of the above maps of undeformed oscillators, our •;uantum algebra satisfies
the braid consistency conditions dictated by associativity. It is to be contrasted to the
GL,(iV)-covariant quantized TV-dimensional space of refs.[5,6].

The q-Heisenberg oscillators thus constructed specify, through their Jordan -
Schwinger bilinears'7', an associative GLq(N) algebra typified by (TV — 1)(TV — 2)/2
independent parameters. This quantum algebra is related but not identical to the
GLg(N) deformations of Sudbery and of Reshetikhin'3'. (Following our work, Vokos'6'
explored the corresponding bilinears for the multiparameter extension of covariant
phase-spaces'5'6' finding a different structure, which is restricted by associativity to the
one we describe for N > 2). A special limit of this GL,(2) we find is identifiable with
the quantum algebra of ref.[8].

A BRIEF ILLUSTRATION ON THE (QUANTUM) PLANE

To see how our construction works on familiar planes, consider the classical plane
parameterized by coordinates x and y. Choosing a phase parameter q s.t. q^ = 1/q,
and two real parameters rx and r2, we can deform the classical plane to a quantum
plane X, Y through the invertible maps:

X =
\

rxd* -

m

In Bargmann's holomorphic realization'9' (dz = az *-* a\ = z) hermitean conjugates
correspond to canonical-transpose conjugates:

•\

xdx+i _ ,

- l)(xdx + 1) * ' * A| (r2 - \){ydy + 1)

The coordinates X, Y are then seen to obey the quantum plane "quommutation" rela-
tions



XY = q2YX

dxY = q

dyX = q2 Xdy

dyY = l + r2Ydy

dxX = 1 + T\Xdx • (3)

Note the inter-relations among quommutator gradings dictated by hermiticity (algebra
involution). To invert, one must first invert the dilation (number) operator relations
such as (rfa* — l) / (r i — 1) = Xdx- Finally, observe the drastic simplification of the
above as ri,r2, but not q, are set equal to 1, when the square roots vanish.

Alternatively, loosely following ref.[10], we could have invertibly deformed to

_ yd y
(l2 -

_ 1 r2xd* — 1

ZT> X'dx. = r^» '-^-^ , (4)

obtaining the GL, (2)-covariant formulation of the quantum plane by Wess and Zuminol5'6':

X'Y' = qrY'X'

dx,Y' = q-lrY'dx-

dyX' — qrX'dyt

dyY' = l+r2Y'dy>

dx-X' = 1 + T2X'dx> + {r2 - l)Y'dy. . (5)

Consequently, all classical and quantum planes are deformable to each other.
This result will also hold in the generalization to ./V > 2 below, best described in the
oscillator notation introduced.

DEFORMATIONS TO q-HEISENBERG ALGEBRAS

Now generalize the results of the previous section in oscillator instead of coordi-
nate language, to the Heisenberg algebra of N classical oscillators Ai, for \i\ = 1, ...,N
and v4._ji| = Aj^:

where sgn(i) = i/\i\- Thus, indices i < 0 describe creation operators, while i > 0 ones
describe annihilation operators. Without loss of generality in what follows, we iatro-
duce the real antisymmetric matrix cy which, in general, depends on
N(N — l ) /2 parameters; and we further introduce the N real parameters r,- = r^.
For <j* = l/q as above, define Nk = A-kAk. Consider then the statistics-altering
invertible deformations

(r,- - 1)(1 + N{) ' (7)



for i > 0; consequently, again for i > 0, hermitean conjugation yields:

7. A-< »(r,- — l)Ar,-

and hence the inverse:

A-i = q'£k>oCikNk — ^ - a-i , where — = a-j<ij . (9)

These explicit deformations obey the following quommutator algebra of q-dependent
classical oscillators

a,a3-.- q{i,j) ajai = sgn(t) r|sgn( l )-1) /2 tf,-+>>0 (10)

where
«(i,j) - ?2 SSn( ' j ) *IN (l + ( r | f W - 1) *,+j.o) • (11)

These oscillators obey anyonic statistics and comprise our central result. Viewed
as coordinates, they roughly parallel Manin's multiparameter quantized phase-space
as extended by Sudbery'3'. Observe that this particular multiparameter q-grading
satisfies, for i ± j ^ 0, the general symmetry conditions imposed on the quommutator
algebra (10) by index relabelling covariance, hermiticity, and braid associativity:

?(i,0 = vihir1 = g(-«,-i)"1 = q{i,-j) = ?(-*,i) • (12)

More specifically, the relations (10) are but a special case of the following gener-
alization,

ajdk - R(j, k, s, t) asat + p{j) 8j+kfl , (13)

where repeated indices are summed over. To test associativity, compare the following
two braid transposition schemes. On the one hand,

CLi(ajak) - a.i<isa.tR{j, k, s, t) + Cip(j) 6j+k,o

= auavatR(i, 5, u, v)R(j, k, s, t) + p(i) atR(j, k, -i, t) + aip(j) 6i+kfi

= auapaqR(v,t,p,q)R(i,s,u,v)R(j,k,s,t) + p(-t) auR(i,s,u,-t)R(j,k,s,t)

+p(i) atR(j, k, -i, t) + a{p(j) 5j+kp . (14)

On the other hand,

{aiaj)ak = asatakR{i, j,s,t) + akp{i) 6i+jfi

= asavagR(t,k,v,q)R(i,j,s,t) + p{-k) a,R{iJ,s,-k) + akp(i) Si+jfl

= auavaqR{s, v, u,p)R{t, k, v, q)R(i,j, s, t) + p(-v) a9R(t, k, v, q)R{i, j , -v, t)

{-k) a3R(i,j, s, -k) + akp(i) Si+jfi . (15)

Hence associativity ("consistency") is ensured by

,s,t) , (16)



with implied summation over repeated indices; and also

p{-t) av R(i,s,v,-t)R(j,k,s,t) + p(i) at R(j,k,-i,t)
p(—v) as R(t,k,v,s)R(i,j,-v,t) + p(-k) av R(i,j,v,-k) + p(i) ak 6i+jfl- (17)

To find the above particular (10), we postulate

R{j, k, s, t) = 6jj 6k,s q(j, k) , (IS)

(no summation, in contrast to the Wess-Zumino alternative.) This satisfies the trilinear
consistency equation identically, and gives for (17):

j , k) ak 6j+ii0 + p(i) q(j, k) a,

P{i) ak 6i+ifi . (19)

This is satisfied if q{i,j) = q{j,—i), q{i,—j)q{i,j) = 1 for \i\ ^ | j | , (and hence
<?(~i> k)q(j, k) = 1 for \j\ 7̂  |fc|.) Moreover, for |z| — | j | , it is satisfied if q{j,j) — 1 and
(?(i, -j) - l) {q(J, -J) + P(i)/p(-i)) = 0> >n agreement with (10),(ll): p(i)/p{-i) =
_rsgn(.) T | i e TV"(7V+ l)/2-parameter algebra (10-11) stands by itself, i.e. it emerges as
a solution of the braid relations even in the absence of the deforming functionals (7);
historically, we only found these functionals after discovering the algebra.

Further note, with T. Curtright^11', the alternate solution q(j,j) ^ 1, which
then amounts to no more than q(j,j) = — 1, yielding Manin's fermionic plane'2-5'.
It follows from (19) that q(j,-j) = - 1 and the p(j) = p{—JYs are unconstrained,
hence absorbable into the oscillator normalizations. The salient feature of this solu-
tion is nilpotence, i.e. self-exclusion. Self-exclusion may thus be pitted against statis-
tics, by judicious choices of parameters. E.g. in (3), the choice q2 = —1 makes dif-
ferent oscillators anticommute with each other, so symmetric wavefunctions such as
(XY + YX)\0) vanish, but does not impose self-exclusion. On the other hand, it
makes different oscillators of the above "fermionic" solution commute with each other,
albeit still excluding themselves. This is a striking feature of Klein transformations^.

The coproduct of the q-Heisenberg algebra (10) induced by the map (7) is co-
commutative:

A(a.) = 9£4>.«**(*») ( I ® A{ + Ai®l)^ ( *<_ i ) A ( i y } (20)

A(Nk) = I ® A-kAk + A-k ® Ak + Ak ® A.k + A.kAk ® 1 ,

where the inverse map (9) must be employed to express the answer in terms of the a,s
after reduction.

By virtue of the above procedure, you may also verify that the one-parameter
multioscillator algebra of ref.[12] fails the test for associativity if its parameter is real;
or, if it is complex, and the creation operators are the usual hermitean conjugates of
the destruction operators for the complex conjugate parameter. The only consistent
value for that parameter then is 1.

When (18) is relaxed, a different solution to (17) is provided by the one-parameter
generalization of the covariant quantum plane to N dimensions^, with deforming maps
given in ref.[lO], further generalized to several parameters in refs.[6].



An even broader Ansatz which admits yet more general solutions of (17), and is
related to an R matrix of Cremmer and Gervais'13', maintains an additive grading, in
the sense that the sum of the indices of each pair of oscillators is the same within a
quommutator:

lU~k)/2]
aiak - ^2 q(j,k,s) ak+tdj-, j > k. (21)

The general associative solution is'14!

f o r

- k - 2r) Ar(r"2)(A + (i2) + 6{j -k-2r-l) AO-^-iK'-D), r > 2 ,

where \,fi, q(j,j — 1,1), and g(j, j — 2,1) are free parameters. However, it is not known
whether this can be made to also include negative values of the index.

GL,(Ar) ALGEBRAS

The oscillators of the previous section may be arrayed in bilinears'7] to construct
generators

i,j>0: Ea = a\aj (23)

with GL(Af), quommutation relations

EijEkm - Q(i, j , k, m)EkmEii = 8j,kEim - Q(i, j , k, m)6itmEkj , (24)

Q{i, j , k, m) = q(-i, -k)q(j, -k)/q(m, -i)q(m,j) . (25)

Note the index-relabelling symmetry Q{i, j , k,m) = Q~1(k,rn,iJ), and the hermiticity
condition Q(i,j, fc,m)t = Q(m,k,j,i), given E\j = £,-,-. This then is a deformation of
the conventional "physicists' basis" of GL(A^).2

It may be noted that the N-dimensional representation of the classical GL(A^):

(e,;)o/3 = 6io6j0 (26)

also serves as a representation of the quantum algebra (24). This is a not uncommon
feature of the defining representation of quantum algebras.

2 A. Sudbery (unpublished) has anticipated some parts of this structure. One may wish to contrast
this to a broad class of Jordan-Schwinger realizations, such as ref.[15] which construct q-algebras
in terms of independent (cy = 0) q-oscillators, unlike the multiparameter q-dependent q-oscillators
considered here.



Our particular deformation (11),

Q{iJ, k, m) = ^ ( - +
•I

is left unchanged by the transformation Cij —* Cij + 6; — bj. As a result, the number of
independent parameters in Q of our deformation is (JV—l)JV/2—(JV —1) = {N-\){N-
2)/2 parameters of q-type, in addition to the N parameters r,-, so (N — 1 )./V/2 -f 1 in all.
For N > 2, however, if we wish to abstract the algebra (24) away from the particular
realization (23), we must take all the r,s to be equal to one: The reason is that only
then is braid associativity satisfied without the imposition of quadratic constraints on
the generators. (To be sure, these constraints are satisfied by the realization (23).)
The total number of parameters remaining is thus (JV — 1)(JV — 2)/2 for N > 2, and 2
for N = 2.

In the r,- —» 1 limit, it is straightforward to check that the Casimir invariants of
this deformation are not q-dependent:

EjkEkmEmi • • • Eij (2S)

(summation over repeated indices). In fact, they are just the classical ones, as is
evident from the invertible map of the classical generators e,j — A]Aj to the quantum
generators

F,j = A-i gEfcx^-^M-*'** Aj = 9
CiJ+H*>o(c>*-':")e** e.j. (29)

This simple map actually transcends the q-oscillator realization and maps all repre-
sentations of GL(./V) to their correspondents in GLg(./V). As explained in ref.[16], such
deforming maps completely refer the representation theory of GLq{N) to that of its
classical limit, automatically inducing a consistent coproduct.

As an illustration, consider e.g. the GLq(2) given directly by TV = 2 in the above
formulas:

[En,E22\ = 0 , E12E2i - r-lr2E21E12 = Eu - r^r2E22 ,

E22E\2 — r j E\2E22 — —rj £12 , E21E22 — r^E^E-n = ~r^lE2\ . (30)

The following invariant commutes with all four generators, and reduces to the linear
Casimir in the classical limit:

( ( l + (r, - ljEn)1"'2 ( l + (r2 - l ) ^ ) 1 " ' 1 - l ) / ( n - l)(r2 - 1) . (31)

For the special values l/r2 = n = r2, this Q grading for TV = 2 in (27) reduces to

Q(»,j,fc,m) = r2««*»-^), (32)

which amounts to no more than an "r-central" extension of the SUr(2) deformation of
Witten^:

Wo =

W. = En/yjr + l/r
T = £11 + ^22 (33)



rW+W0 - -W0W+ = -W+ rW0W. - -W.W0 = -W.
r r

rW+T - -TW+ = (r - l/r)W+ rTW- - -W_T = (r - l/r)W_

r2W+W- - r~2W-W+ = H'o W0T - TW0 = 0 . (34)

In the classical limit, this quantum algebra reduces to a mere SU(2) xU(l) as T collapses
to a center. The invariant (I — T) / ( I + (r — l/r)Wb) commutes with all four generators
and yields the linear Casimir in the classical limit. As a result, the generator T is
representable as T = (1 — c)I — c(r — l/r)W0 for an arbitrary real parameter c.
This indicates that the representation theory of the extended algebra is no different
than that of the original SUr(2) of ref.[8], a fact easily confirmed by inspection of
the deforming functionals of ref.[16]. That reference provides the deformation of the
quadratic Casimir. Loosely speaking then, T "mods out" of the algebra.

For contrast to the above, also consider the Wess-Zumino oscillators (5) which
directly yield a different^ GL,(2) via (23):

r E22E12 — E12E22 = ~E\2 E22E21 — r E21E22 = E21

[£„ , E22} = 0 [£n -t £22, En] = 0 [Eu + £22, £21] = 0

E12E2I — T E21E12 + ( r — 1)1?22-E22 = En — E22 • (35)

The proper deformation of the quadratic Casimir invariant, up to functions of the
above linear invariant, is C = C1/C2, where

so that [Ci,2, Eu]
hence

It is normalized to

2-̂ 11 +

— [C\,2

C = C

reduce

£22+ (

,£22] =

\/C2

to the

r 2 - l )£ 2
2

2 ,

= 0 , r2E2i<

conventional

S1.2 = Cial

[C,l

operator in

C2

S21 ,

Stf] =

the

= I + (r2

r2C l t 2

= 0 .

classical

171 1
-C/12 ~~ -t

limit.

! , (36)

512C,,2,

(37)

DISCUSSION AND APPLICATIONS

The q-Heisenberg algebras introduced and deformed here, beyond tLs relaxation
of nonlocal commutativity discussed in the introduction, may also serve as building
blocks for various hamiltonian constructions and, since multioscillator wavefunctions
have unconventional symmetries and wavefunctions such as (a\al — <7(l,2)a2a{)|0) are
absent, anyonic physics'1'I It is also interesting to ask whether the structure of the
SU(2)®U(1) electroweak theory could be illuminated through embedding in GL9(N)
as realized above. Here, we merely illustrate in passing an application to the definition
of q-exponentials whose arguments are defined with power series coefficients lying in a
quantized space, and a construction of Hamiltonians with simple quommutation rules
which could bear on the time-evolution problem in deformed quantization.

Recall that Jackson's q-derivative with respect to a variable z is defined by

f}
(2), (38)



i.e. the slope of the chord to the graph between qz and z. Jackson's conventional
q-exponential is

ex?g{z) = f;£r where [n] = £ f p [n]! = [n][n - 1]! , (39)

specified by the eigenfunction property

Dq expq{az) = a exp,(az) . (40)

The analog 'eigenfunction' for a power zn in the argument of the q-exponential then is'18J
exp,,n(z

n), so that Dq expqn(z
n) = Dq(z

n) expgn(zn). But how can a corresponding
'eigenfunction' be defined for a general power series

/(*) = f > , V ? (41)
i=o

Here is a possible answer: The function'1^

Eq(z) ~ expg(a1z)expg2(a222)exps3(a323)... (42)

obeys the eigenvalue condition

DqEq(z) = Dq{f(z)) Eq(z) , (43)

provided the coefficients ay in / are not c-numbers, but, instead, N — oo q-annihilators
of the type covered above, obeying ajO). = qhak0j for j > k > 0; this is to say that
2c|/,.i|j| in (11) is chosen to be k 0(j — k) — j d(k — j).

As a further exercise, finally consider building Hamiltonians which possess simple
quommutation relations with oscillators. Take N q-oscillators of the type introduced
here, and q2 = w to be an ./Vth root of unity, w" = 1. Moreover, for positive indices,
choose Cji = i - j and r, = 1. Thus, q(i,j) = ufSP&Wl-W) so that

M ajai = sgn(i) Si+jfl . (44)

Consequently, for j > 0, q(i,j)q{i, 1 — j) = w~sSn(*).

The nonhermitean Hamiltonian

H{\) - Y. flW«; , (45)
i=i

(where the index 1 — 1 in fact denotes —N), quommutes simply with the oscillators:

aiH{\) - w-i-HWai = al+i , u-ia-iHil) - fT(l)a_,- = -a:_,- , (46)

(where the index 1 + N denotes 1). Given these quommutation rules, the Hamilto-
nian may be chain-advanced past any function of oscillators; but simple conventional
quommutators with the Hamiltonian only result out of homogeneous functions of such
q-oscillators. In the classical limit and in the phase-space language, this Hamiltonian,
H(l) = x^Pi + Z1P2 + ... + ZJV-IPAT, ultimately describes the classical mechanics of
dNXi/dtN = Xi.



There is, in fact, an entire family of similar Hamiltonians,

H{k) = J2 a*-ia, . (47)
3=1

with k — 0,1,...,iV — 1, and the index of the first oscillator is k — j — N whenever
necessary so as to be always negative. These all commute with each other, and are
pairwise connected by hermitean/canonical conjugation, except for Ho (and HN/2 for
even iV) which are self-conjugate. They are the Jordan-Schwinger realizations of the
circle-shift matrix h and its powers'20'21':

aiH[k) - u,-kH(k)ai = ak+i , u-ha-iH{k) - H(k)a.i = -afc_,- , (48)

so that Ho is a mere number operator with canonical commutators. The quommutation
eigenstates of these shift-Hamiltonians are'21'

«(*) = I>*(l"~1)ai a(-*) = Ew"*(l'"1)fl-.- (49)
1 = 1 » = 1

where k = 0,1, . . . , N — 1, so that

a(n)H{k) - u-hH{k)a{n) = w-*a(n) , (50)

u>-ka(-n)H(k) - H{k)a(-n) = -u-
nka{-n) , (51)

related to each-other by hermitean conjugation. As a consequence, all powers of
(a(n))N are null commutation eigenstates. Note the new grading

a(n)a(k) = a(k - l)a(n + 1) a(n)a(-k) = a{-k + l)a(n - 1) + Sn,k , (52)

and their hermitean conjugates.

Hamiltonians such as i / ( l ) may serve as toy-models for addressing the prob-
lem of time-evolution of q-deformed systems. In standard quantum mechanics, time-
evolution issues from a similarity transformation involving the Hamiltonian, and, as a
consequence, commutation relations hold for all times if only they are valid at t = 0.
Quommutation relations (44), however, are not preserved for the transforms

b, = e-Woie""™ 6_i = e-^^a- .e"- 1"* 1) 1 (53)

which are required by (44) through

^ - wfctf (1) - H{l)bi ^ = u-'b-iHil) - H{l)b-i . (54)

(This is reminiscent of, but crucially different from (4.18) of ref.[22]).

Alternatively, preservation of the quommutation relations via the conventional
similarity transformation

b, = t-^VW b.i = e-HMa-nFM (55)

dictates that the time evolution (54) be bought at the price of the time t not being a
mere parameter anymore. Instead, it must quommute with the quantum variables:

tat — u~la{t ta—i = wa_;i , (56)

10



whence the canonical conjugates

d - i d d d
Jta-i=UJ "''It Jtai = UaiJt' {5l)

which endow d/dt with the same q-grading as H(l). Thus, t commutes with H(l) to
yield (54). The q-grading of t then varies not only with the quantum variable, but even
with respect to the hamiltonian H(k). At present, this appears problematic.

We anticipate further applications in the future.

We wish to record our gratitude to P. Bayton, T. Curtright, P. Fletcher, J. Nuyts, A.
Sudbery, and S. Vokos for their interest and suggestions.
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